New determinations of effective temperatures of 23 magnetic, chemically peculiar (mCP) stars were obtained from a fit of metal enhanced model atmospheres to the observed spectral energy distributions (SED) from UV to red. Temperatures of four more CP stars without magnetic measurements were also obtained, of which three show light variations characteristic of magnetic variables, and the fourth may possibly be normal. The root-mean-square (RMS) method was used to fit the theoretical SED to the observations corrected for reddening if necessary, with metallicity and effective temperature as the fitting parameters. Gravity was assumed to be equal to log g = 4 for main sequence stars and to log g = 3 for two giants in the considered sample. Equal weights were given to the UV part and visual part of SED. An attempt was made to obtain a three-parameter fit (with reddening included) to the observed SED of HD 215441. It turned out that the three-parameter fit gave spurious results due to correlations among the parameters. We could determine the reddening of that star only by assuming that the metallicity of the model is known, hence reducing the number of fitting parameters to two.
INTRODUCTION
Effective temperature, Te, is the stellar parameter of crucial astrophysical importance. It needs to be accurately known prior to any detailed analysis of stellar structure and evolution. According to definition, effective temperature is determined from the integrated emergent energy flux which, in turn, can be calculated from the observed energy distribution and angular diameter of the star (Code et al. 1976) . The method cannot be used on a massive scale because accurate observations of the energy distribution and angular diameters are available for a limited number of stars only. Such stars serve usually as standards for calibration of other temperature measures of which most useful are color indices observed with different photometric systems. To avoid problems with measuring angular diameters indirect methods have been suggested, like the infrared flux method (IRFM) in which the diameter can be calculated from the ratio of the observed to (stellar) surface monochromatic flux in infrared, assuming its weak dependence on temperature (Blackwell & Shallis 1977) . Since a large grid of realistic model atmospheres computed by Kurucz (1979 Kurucz ( , 1992 has became available (see http://kurucz.harvard.edu./grids.html) effective temperature of a star can be determined from a fit of a theoretical emergent flux to the observed energy distribution. Model atmospheres are available for a broad range of temperatures, gravities and different metal abundances (scaled solar abundances). With effective temperature known, the angular diameter can be calculated from the total observed energy flux. Because the energy distribution depends only weakly on surface gravity, the simultaneous determination of temperature and gravity is impractical, even in case of stars with known metallicity. Surface gravity is usually determined from other data, e. g. from Balmer lines or spectral type. On the other hand, energy distributions of two models with the same Te and log g but different metal abundances may differ significantly. Metals produce a large number of spectral lines in the UV, which block effectively a noticeable fraction of the flux (this is called blanketing effect). The blocked flux is radiated in longer wavelengths due to backwarming effect (an increase of temperature of the corresponding atmospheric layers). Increased metal abundance modifies the temperature distribution as a function of optical depth in a sense that temperature is higher, compared to normal metal abundance star, in layers where the visual part of the spectrum is formed and it is lower in layers where the UV part of the spectrum is formed. As a result, calibrations based on visual energy distributions of normal stars are not applicable to metal rich stars as they give systematically too high effective temperatures. Stars with chemical composition deviating significantly from solar should be calibrated separately.
Several groups of chemically peculiar (CP) stars with non-solar abundances exist among upper main sequence stars (Preston 1974) . One of them is a group of magnetic CP (mCP) stars. They show a presence of strong, ordered surface magnetic fields with intensities up to several kiloGauss (Bychkov et al. 2003) , associated with large atmospheric overabundances of heavy elements, among them silicon, rare earth elements and iron peak elements (Preston 1974) . Compared to other peculiar stars, e. g. HgMn, λ Boo type or Am stars, mCP stars show the largest deviations of spectral energy distribution (SED) from normal stars. The overabundant elements block effectively the UV flux which is re-radiated in longer wavelengths, similarly as in metal rich stars. However, a precise shape of SED of each mCP star depends sensitively on its detailed chemical composition. In many such stars elements are not evenly distributed over the atmosphere. Instead, they show concentrations in some parts of the stellar surface (chemical spots) and are nonuniformly distributed in the vertical direction (Ryabchikova 2003) . All this complicates enormously modeling of their atmospheres. Even if one considers only a surface averaged model of mCP star, the correct approach requires an iterative process in which the atmospheric parameters and chemical abundances are corrected at each step. Such a procedure has not been so far applied to mCP stars. Several years ago there have been attempts to model the observed energy distributions of a few stars with individually tailored, but fixed, chemical compositions Stȩpień & Muthsam 1987) but, due to a shortage of the modeling procedure, significant discrepancies between the observed and computed SED remained. Very few individual SED of chemically peculiar stars have been modeled since then (see http://wwwuser.oat.ts.astro.it/castelli).
Many attempts to determine effective temperatures of mCP stars can be found in literature. Unfortunately, most of them are based on photometry or, at best, on visual parts of SED (Hauck & North 1993; Sokolov 1998; Adelman & Rayle 2000) . As a result they are prone to systematic errors arising from peculiar SED and uncertain reddening corrections. Stȩpień & Dominiczak (1989) analyzed full SEDs (visual + UV from IUE) but, in lack of metal enhanced models at that time, they fitted the Kurucz solar composition models to the visual parts of SED and then they calculated corrections resulting from the UV flux deficit to obtain final effective temperatures.
On the other hand, a large volume of photometric data in different photometric systems exist for peculiar stars, which could be used to determine their temperatures if reliable calibrations exist for them (Moon & Dworetsky 1985; Hauck & North 1993; Napiwotzki et al. 1993; Hauck & Künzli 1996) . A critical analysis of some of them is given by Stȩpień (1994) .
The purpose of the present paper is to determine effective temperatures of mCP stars for which UV and visual scans exist, by fitting metal enhanced model atmospheres to dereddened (if necessary) SED. Thus determined temperatures can be used to improve existing calibrations of photometric color indices. Selection criteria for including a star into our analysis and stellar observational data are described in the next section together with the method of obtaining the final observed SED. The fitting method of model atmospheres to the observations and the results are given in Section 3 together with the discussion and new calibrations in terms of the color indices from Strömgren photometry. The last section summarizes the main conclusions.
SELECTION OF STARS AND DATA SOURCES
A star had to fulfill simultaneously the following criteria to be included into further analysis:
• to be classified as chemically peculiar of CP2-type (Preston 1974 ),
• to be observed at least once by IUE with the large aperture, in low dispersion and with both, short-wavelength (SW) and long-wavelength (LW) cameras,
• to be observed spectrophotometrically in visual.
As a first step we folded the IUE archive with 5225 objects for which required observations exist with the General Catalog of Ap and Am stars by Renson et al. (1991) . This step was necessary because not all CP stars observed with IUE are marked as such in the archive. 301 stars appear in both catalogs. They were checked against the following catalogs of visual scans: Adelman et al. (1989) , Alekseeva et al. (1996 Alekseeva et al. ( , 1997 , Breger (1976) , Burnashev (1985) , Glushnieva et al. (1998a,b) and Kharitonov et al. (1988) . Observations exist for 137 stars from the previous sample in at least one of the visual catalogs. These stars were checked individually star by star and all non-CP2 stars were rejected. The final sample contains 27 stars. Apart from well known, classical mCP stars a few additional objects were included due to their peculiar character mentioned in literature. A closer analysis at a later stage of our investigation showed that not all of them belong to mCP stars but, nevertheless, we obtained their effective temperatures. Ad - Adelman et al. (1989) , Br -Breger (1976) , Bu -Burnashev (1985) , Gl -Glushnieva et al. (1998b) , Kh -Kharitonov et al. (1988) a Three more visual scans from Alekseeva et al. (1996 Alekseeva et al. ( , 1997 and Glushnieva et al. (1998a) were also included.
columns give the numbers of UV scans from IUE and visual scans from the respective catalogs used in the further analysis. Note that HD 192678, considered by Stȩpień & Dominiczak (1989) , is missing here. This is because contradictory information on IUE observations of this star exists. In the Final merged log of IUE observations (CDS Catalog VI/110) HD 192678 appears with spectra SWP 7568 and LWR 6547 (which were used by Stȩpień & Dominiczak 1989) . However, according to the INES Catalog (see below), these spectra are attached to HD 192679 which is only about 0.3 of a magnitude brighter than HD 192678 and has a spectral type of F5V. Apparent similarity of both stars might have caused the confusion. The Simbad database gives no mention of IUE observations for either star. We decided to exclude HD 192678 from our sample.
IUE Observations
The UV observations were extracted from IUE Newly Extracted Spectra (INES) Catalog in which the flux in absolute units (cgs) is given every 1.67 A for SW cameras and every 2.67 A for LW cameras. Observations were reduced with the use of the New Spectral Image Processing System (NEW-SISP) method (Garhart et al. 1997) . It is assumed, when reducing the observations, that those obtained with the large aperture contain a full stellar flux whereas only an unknown part of the flux is registered through the small aperture because of the vignetting effect. The precise calibration factor converting the small amplitude flux to the large aperture flux must be determined individually for each scan. Without large aperture observations such an individual factor cannot be found, so stars with only small amplitude spectra were excluded from our analysis.
As a first step, we checked all large aperture spectra for internal consistency. The following scans turned out to be discrepant: one SW scan of HD 19832 (out of 39 listed in archive), two SW scans of HD 34452 (out of 7), and 2 LW scans of HD 98664 (out of 3). In the last case the LW scans were additionally checked against SW and visual scans. All discrepant scans were rejected. Next, the average SED was formed from individual scans weighted with inverse square root of the observational error which is listed in the archive together with each measurement. Measurements flagged with negative "errors" are outliers and were not included into the average. Scaling factors for small aperture spectra were then determined from a comparison of a median value of each small aperture spectrum to a median value of the average large aperture spectrum. After multiplying all small aperture spectra by the corresponding scaling factors, they were averaged in the same way as those obtained with the large amplitude and compared with them. In no case any systematic difference between small and large amplitude spectra was detected, hence both sets were used to obtain the (weighted) grand average SED. Only one SW and one LW spectrum is available for HD 43819 and, un-fortunately, the LW spectrum badly disagrees with the SW and visual scans. The discrepant spectrum was rejected but the star was retained. This is the only star in our analysis for which the full (i. e. UV plus visual) SED is not available. In the last step we calculated the values of the observed flux at the wavelengths for which model values are listed by Kurucz. The latter values are given every 10 A for wavelengths shorter than 2900 A and every 20 A for the longer ones. After dividing the observed spectral range into intervals with centers corresponding to the wavelengths in which model values of fluxes are given, the weighted average value for each interval was calculated. Fluxes in the overlapping wavelength interval were calculated from observations taken with both cameras, allowing for the respective errors. Thus obtained SEDs can directly be compared with theoretical models. et al. (1989) list several scans for each observed star. The spectral passband varies between 25 and 30 A and the number of measurements per scan varies between 30 and 50. Fluxes are given in magnitudes and always centered at nearly the same wavelengths, although small differences among the scans are present. As a first step in forming the final SED we checked the scans of each star for internal consistency. For two stars: HD 171782 and HD 215441, additional scans corrected for interstellar absorption are also listed. We excluded them from further analysis because we applied the corresponding corrections to the whole SED of these stars (see below). Otherwise, the scans did not show discrepancies. Next, we reduced flux values of each star to a uniform set of wavelengths using linear interpolation. For example, if most of the observations were obtained for the wavelength 5556 but in some scans values for 5550 A are given, they were interpolated to the former wavelength. Then, mean SEDs were calculated assuming equal weights of all measurements. Scans of variable stars were obtained in different phases of the variation period so the mean SED can be treated as period averaged, particularly when a substantial number of scans is available. As a next step, the observations were converted into absolute units, using Vega calibration (Bohlin & Gilliland 2004) 
Visual observations
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where λ is the wavelength in A, F λ is the stellar flux in absolute units (ergcm −2 s −1 A −1 ), FVega,5556 = 3.46 × 10 −9 ergcm −2 s −1 A −1 , V and VVega = 0.026 are the magnitudes of the star and Vega in V -band of the U BV system, and m λ and m5556 are the magnitudes of the star at the wavelength λ and at 5556 A.
If, instead of averaging magnitudes, we had transformed them into fluxes, the resulting differences in the mean values turned out to be negligible (less than 0.5 %), compared to the procedure described above.
Breger (1976) lists observations obtained by many different observers and with different instrumentation. Bandwidths used by them extend from 10 to 100 A. For eleven stars the catalog contains only one scan and for 5 of them two scans per star, extending over different spectral regions, e.g. 3000 -5500 A and 5000 -8000 A. The analyzed scans were first compared to those from the Adelman et al. catalog (if the latter were available). Only in case of one scan of HD 112413 a substantial discrepancy occurred. This scan was also discordant with the UV observations so we rejected it. All the accepted scans were then reduced to absolute units in the same way as those from Adelman et al. catalog and merged into one SED by averaging measurements from overlapping spectral intervals if two scans were available.
In the catalogs of Alekseeva et al. (1997) , Burnashev (1985) , Glushnieva et al. (1998a,b) and Kharitonov et al. (1988) (henceforth ABGK catalogs) from 1 to 7 scans per star are given. Alekseeva et al. (1997) used the bandwidth of 100 A. We could not find any information on bandwidths used by the other authors. Nearly all the observations extend from 3200 to about 8000 A but Alekseeva et al. (1997) and Glushnieva et al. (1998a) obtained observations up to 10800 A. For consistency with other observations we ignored observations beyond 8500 A. The fluxes listed in the ABGK catalogs are given in absolute units per different length units. To reduce them to the common scale we applied corresponding scaling factors. Next, fluxes of each star were interpolated to a uniform wavelength set and averaged, assuming equal weights.
In all the considered catalogs the observations obtained within the Balmer lines or very close to them are present. Because we are interested in continuum distribution only, the observations affected by Balmer lines were rejected. The remaining continuum observations were interpolated to the wavelengths listed in model computations.
Because the scans from Adelman et al. (1989) and Breger (1976) are given on the same scale, a direct comparison of them for each star can be made. No systematic difference was found between both sets of scans for stars listed in the catalogs. A good agreement means that the temperatures obtained for stars not observed by Adelman et al. (1989) but present in the Breger catalog do not need any systematic corrections. Scans from the ABGK catalogs could not be directly compared with those from Adelman et al. or Breger catalogs, so they were analyzed separately to keep track of any possible systematic differences. The results showed that they also agree well with the Adelman et al. and Breger catalogs (see below).
IUE + visual SED
When a UV spectrum is plotted together with a visual scan, they usually do not merge smoothly. Instead, a gap is often visible between them in the wavelength region around 3200 A covered by both sets of observations. Visual observations were retained here because formal errors of the UV observations in the overlapping region are substantially larger than those of visual observations. In majority of cases the UV observations lie slightly lower than visual but there are also cases when they agree well and even some cases when they lie higher. Small shifts between UV and visual observations result probably from calibration errors. No attempt was made to remove them.
The observed SED should be corrected for interstellar absorption before fitting the theoretical SED. Unfortunately, standard methods of determination the individual values of the interstellar reddening cannot be applied to mCP stars due to their peculiar photometric indices (Wolff 1967; . Other, indirect methods, e. g. based on maps of the distribution of the interstellar matter, can also result in gross errors because interstellar dust has a very patchy structure. Recent investigation of interstellar absorption for many W UMa-type stars by Rucinski & Duerbeck (1997) showed that the reddening of nearby stars had been significantly overestimated by earlier authors. In fact, interstellar reddening is close to zero for stars closer than 100 pc and rarely exceeds 0.03 for distances up to 200 pc (see also Fruscione et al. 1994) . Based on these results we assumed zero reddening for all stars closer than 100 pc. Each star lying further than 100 pc was checked individually. If literature data or maps of interstellar matter suggested E(B − V ) 0.03 we assumed zero reddening. We believe that the overestimate of the reddening is as dangerous for the determination of true SED as its underestimate, so in cases when no lower limit for the reddening is given, it is safer to assume zero. Several stars are, however, significantly reddened and values of E(B − V ) up to 0.27 mag can be found in literature. With one exception we accepted the literature values as they are, although some of them are very uncertain. For one star, HD 215441, the fit of the model atmosphere was so poor with the published E(B − V ) = 0.20 that we decided to do a numerical experiment for this star by keeping the reddening as an additional free parameter to be determined from the best fit (see 3.1). The observed SEDs of reddened stars were corrected for interstellar extinction using the curve given by Cardelli et al. (1989) , see also Fitzpatrick & Massa (2007) . The accepted values of E(B −V ) are listed in Table 1 with references given in the comments to individual stars. As a final step before fitting theoretical SED, the observed fluxes were converted to units used by Kurucz.
RESULTS
Effective temperatures
The root-mean-square (RMS) method was used to fit a theoretical SED to observations of each star. Equal weights were given to the UV and visual part of SED. Because the numbers of matching points are different in both spectral regions, weights of individual points were equal to n −1 UV and n −1 vis , where nUV and nvis are, respectively, the numbers of matching points in the UV and visual scan of the considered star.
If {fi} denote the observed values of the flux and {Fi} the theoretical flux values from the model, we look for a (linear) factor a such that f = aF gives the best RMS fit. The root mean square error (RMSE) σ is a measure of the quality of fit
where n is a number of fitting points. A theoretical SED depends on three basic parameters: effective temperature, metallicity and surface gravity. It is known, however, that the effective temperature is the primary parameter influencing SED. Variations of SED due to variations of gravity or metallicity are of the second order (compared to temperature variations). Moreover, they are correlated in a sense that a change of the model SED due to decreased metallicity can be compensated by the increased gravity (at constant effective temperature), and vice versa. If reddening is treated as an additional free parameter, our calculations show that there exists a trade-off between it and the stellar parameters. As a result, the absolute minimum of RMSE may be spurious and a secondary minimum should be considered as more reliable. That happened to HD 215441 (see below).
Even with reddening fixed, a simultaneous determination of temperature, metallicity and gravity is not possible, at least in case of mCP stars. Surface gravity of these stars is usually determined from other observations, e. g. profiles of Balmer lines or β-index (Adelman & Rayle 2000) . Unfortunately, the Balmer line profiles in mCP stars are subject to modifications due to the Lorentz force influencing the effective gravity in high atmospheric layers (Stȩpień 1978) . As a result, their intensity often varies with rotation phase (Musielok & Madej 1988) . Gravity determined from such lines is more uncertain than in case of non-magnetic stars. All available observational data indicate, nevertheless, that most, if not all, mCP stars are main sequence (MS) objects, which means that their values of log g concentrate around 4.0 with a scatter of about ± 0.3-0.4 (see e. g. Adelman & Rayle 2000) . We assumed therefore log g = 4.0 for all investigated stars except two giants, HD 26571 and HD 43819, for which log g = 3.0 was adopted based on their spectral class. It should be stressed, nevertheless, that the models with log g = 4.0 and metallicity increased by 0.5dex fit the observations of both giants as well as the accepted models. Fortunately, the obtained effective temperatures are insensitive to such variations of model parameters.
With gravity fixed, the effective temperature and metallicity were varied when fitting models to observations, i. e. F = F(Te, m/H). The best fitting values of the parameters were determined from the σ minimum. A typical minimum was rather broad -the change of metallicity by 0.5 dex and/or effective temperature by 250 K resulted in a change of RMSE by 5-10 %, which shows that the actual accuracy of the optimum values of Te and [m/H] is of that order. Eleven stars are common in Ad+Br and ABGK catalogs (see Table 1 ). For them separate fits were obtained to visual scans taken from the respective catalogs (without IUE scans). Table 2 lists the results. The average difference between temperatures based on both groups of catalogs is about −70 K which is negligible. We conclude that no sys- tematic difference exists between spectrophotometric data from Ad+Br and ABGK catalogs. The latter catalogs were used together with IUE data to determine the effective temperatures of HD 23387, 26571, 98664 and 107966.
HD 215441 was treated in a special way. The best fit to its full SED corrected for the interstellar reddening E(B−V ) = 0.20 (Stȩpień 1968 ) resulted in metallicity of 1.0 and the effective temperature of 13 000 K. However, the quality of fit was extremely poor. The theoretical model showed a substantially higher Balmer jump than observations and a different slope of the Paschen continuum. Also the UV part of SED was poorly reproduced. In addition, a fit of theoretical models separately to the visual part of SED and then to the UV part of SED gave the temperatures equal to 14 750 K and 14 000 K, respectively, i.e. significantly higher than that resulting from the best fit to the full SED (see below). We decided therefore to treat the reddening as an additional free parameter and to determine it from the best fit together with metallicity and effective temperature. The procedure turned out to be only partly satisfactory. The lowest value of RMSE (normalized to the total flux) was obtained for [m/H] = 0.5, Te = 16 000 K and E(B − V ) = 0.37. We think that such values are unreliable and they result most likely from a correlation between the influence of [m/H] and E(B − V ) on SED (similarly as it is in case of [m/H] and log g). Because of that, both parameters cannot be simultaneously determined together with the effective temperature from the SED alone. To get rid of degeneracy we adopted [m/H] = 1.0 and looked then for minimum of RMSE by varying effective temperature and reddening only. The best fit was obtained for E(B − V ) = 0.26 and Te = 14 000 K. We consider the fit as physically feasible and we accepted it as our final result although some discrepancies still remain (see Fig. 1 ). Table 3 lists the final temperatures and metallicities resulting from fits to full SEDs and Fig. 1 shows the observed SEDs with the best fitting models. With known Te, angular diameters of the investigated stars were calculated from the equation
where σ is the Stefan-Bolzmann constant and ft is the integrated observed flux. From angular diameters and distances stellar radii in solar units can be obtained (Table 3) .
Earlier determinations of the effective temperatures of mCP stars, based on the observed SED were collected and discussed by Stȩpień (1994) . 15 stars from that paper are in common with the present investigation. Fig. 2 compares effective temperatures of these stars. Diagonal is shown as a solid line. As can be seen from the figure, older determinations agree satisfactorily with the present ones but a small systematic difference between them appears in a sense that the older temperatures are on average hotter by 190 K. The difference is within the uncertainty of the temperature determination and probably reflects the slightly better description of the metal opacity in UV by the recent models, compared to earlier ones.
Uncertainties
As it was mentioned earlier, the uncertainty of the best fit, estimated from the shape of the minimum of RMSE is of the order of 200-300 K. It can be seen from Fig. 1 , however, that while in some cases the observed SEDs agree very well with the best fitting models, there are also cases where the fit is rather poor (e. g. HD 34452 or 215441). Uncertainty of each individual determination of the effective temperature should reflect this quality of fit. To measure it quantitatively, models were fitted separately to the UV scan of each star and then to the visual scan. Gravity and metallicity were the same as in the global best fitting models to the full SEDs and were kept fixed. Table 3 shows the results. In majority of cases temperature found from the visual scan is higher than from the UV scan but in several stars it is lower. The difference T (vis) − T (UV) = ∆T is plotted versus Te and [m/H] in Fig. 3 . Note that any possible uncertainties of UV calibration relative to the visual observations (suggested by apparent gaps between both scans visible in some stars) have no influence on thus found temperatures -only the shape of SED matters. In a case of the perfect fit between the theoretical model and observations, separate fits to UV and visual scan should give identical temperatures or, at most, differing by a value of the estimated error from the best fit to the full SED which, in nearly all cases, lies between T (vis) and T (UV). That means that the difference |∆T | 500 K (i. e. twice the error) indicates a satisfactory quality of fit. This occurs in 11 stars. In addition, there are 5 "border cases" with |∆T | = 750 K. In all other stars it exceeds that value and the most extreme differences reach -2250 K and 3000 K. Such large differences indicate that the best fitting models do not yet give satisfactory results. A closer inspection of SEDs of stars with apparently close effective temperatures, e. g. HD 34452 and HD 37470 (Fig. 1) , reveals, indeed, profound differences in shapes of UV spectrum, which result from a different UV line blanketing between both stars. Obviously, scaled solar abundances are a very poor alternative of the true chemical compositions. The largest positive values of ∆T are present in stars with the highest available metallicity as can be seen from Table 3 and Fig. 3 . This indicates that the solar metallicity enhanced by a factor of 10 is still insufficient to correctly reproduce the observed SED. Perhaps models with [m/H] = 1.5 or even 2.0 would do it better. Note that Leckrone et al. (1974) adopted line opacity enhanced by a factor of 100 to qualitatively reproduce differences between normal and Ap star flux distributions. Substantial discrepancies between T (UV) and T (vis) do not necessarily mean that the present effective temperatures are in gross error. Future models with individually adjusted chemical compositions will simply narrow an existing gap between these two temperatures, although they may close the gap at a somewhat different value of effective temperature than the present one. Large negative differences appear for two stars: HD 23387 and HD 37470. The former star shows unusually flat Paschen continuum which results in low T (vis). Such flat or, sometimes, rounded continua with a depression at the short wavelength end appear in a few Ap stars during all, or some of the phases of the rotation period (Kodaira 1973; Pyper & Adelman 1983) due to a very strong blanketing effect concentrated in this spectral region. That makes the Paschen continuum of such stars look unusually flat. This does not seem, however, to be the case for HD 23387 which is, at most, mildly peculiar, or may even be normal (Landstreet et al. 2007 ). At present we cannot offer a convincing explanation for the existing discrepancy. Obviously, new, more accurate observations of this star are needed. The other star, HD 37470, was observed in visual up to 5500 A only. In addition, the red end of the Paschen continuum looks unusual (see Fig. 1 ), so it is possible that the uncertain visual scan is responsible for the discrepancy.
In one star, HD 25823, the best fitting temperature is lower than either T (UV) or T (vis). This unexpected result is most likely due to a particularly large mismatch of both parts of SED. If the UV SED is too faint compared to visual SED, the best fitting model will also give a too low temperature compared to the temperatures resulting from separate fits to UV and visual parts of SED. Conversely, too bright UV SED compared to the visual SED results in a too high best fitting value of the temperature. For HD 25823 the best fitting temperature is lower by 250 K than T (UV) and by 750 K than T (vis), so that all three temperatures are within 2-3 σ from each other. In several other stars the best fitting temperature is very close to, or identical with one of the temperatures found from the UV or visual scan. This may also be the result of a small mismatch of both parts of SED.
An additional source of uncertainty of effective temperatures of the investigated stars is connected with poorly known reddening corrections. The accepted E(B − V ) values may in some cases be in error up to a few hundredths of magnitude. The best fitting temperature increases by about 1 % per 0.01 mag increase of E(B − V ) as our numerical experiment showed. Assuming that E(B − V ) may be in error up to 0.03 mag we obtain the value of about 250 -400 K for the maximum error of effective temperature resulting from poorly known reddening.
Variability, ubiquitously observed in mCP stars, may result in apparent temperature variations with rotational phase Stȩpień & Muthsam 1987) . Our final temperatures can be affected by such variations, particularly for stars with few scans unfavorably distributed in phase.
As it is seen, all the discussed error sources have a highly various, and difficult to assess, importance for individual stars. Therefore, instead of trying to determine the uncertainty for each star separately, we estimate an average uncertainty at about 500 K. HD 196502, Prot = 20.3 d and Be = 500 G. HD 215441, reddening from the present paper, mass M = 3 − 4M⊙ (Landstreet et al. 1989) , Prot = 9.49 d, Be = 17 kG.
Revised photometric calibrations
All the analyzed stars have been measured in the Strömgren photometric system so reddening free indices [u − b] and [c1] can be calculated for them (see Table 1 ). They are defined as Figure 4 presents the dependence of the parameter Θ = 5040/Te on [u − b] (top) and on [c1] (bottom). The data clearly show that quadratic fits are required to describe satisfactorily both dependencies. The calculations confirm indeed that the quadratic terms are significant. Four stars, marked with squares, were excluded from the best fits. Three high lying symbols correspond to three coolest stars from the sample, with temperatures below 8500 K. Both Strömgren indices are sensitive to the height of the Balmer jump, hence they are good measures of temperature only for stars hotter than about 8500 K, i.e. as long as the height of the Balmer jump increases monotonically with decreasing temperature. Beyond this temperature the jump decreases with a decreasing temperature, which is reflected by an apparent shifting of such stars on the index-temperature diagrams towards lower values of the indices as visible in the Fig. 4 . Fourth star, HD 98664, is apparently a normal star (see the comments above).
The best fit to the data in the [u − b] -Θ diagram is given by 
We give four significant digits for the straight comparison of our result with Napiwotzki et al. (1993) , although it is clearly seen that the last digits are meaningless. Their relation
and the relation derived by Stȩpień (1994) 
differ insignificantly from the presently derived linear fit. It means that both older calibrations are not grossly erroneous. The quadratic fit refines, however, the existing calibrations.
Similarly, the best quadratic fit to the data in the [c1] -Θ diagram is given by 
can be compared with Napiwotzki et al. (1993) 
From ft one can find the apparent bolometric magnitude m bol of a star using the relation given by Code et al. (1976) m bol = −2.5 log ft − 11.51 .
The difference between m bol and the apparent stellar visual magnitude (corrected for reddening) gives the bolometric correction BC. The bolometric corrections for the investigated stars are listed in Table 3 and plotted in Fig. 5 as a function of [u − b] (top) and effective temperature (bottom). The best fitting relations are also plotted. Because HD 98664 lies very close to the best fitting lines in both diagrams, it has a negligible influence on the best fits. It is marked with a square overplotted on a solid circle and was included in the fit. Solid lines give best linear fits to the data excluding the coolest stars which all have BC ≈ 0. A quadratic term in both cases turned out to be insignificant. The solid lines are described by BC = (−1.602 ± 0.092) + (1.118 ± 0.086) [u − b] (14) 
3.94 < log Te < 4.16 .
CONCLUSIONS
Effective temperatures were determined for 27 stars. All but HD 98664, possess at least two properties characteristic of mCP stars, i.e. chemical peculiarities, light variations and/or measurable surface magnetic field. The temperatures were found from a fit of a metal enhanced model atmosphere to the full SED, including UV spectrophotometry from IUE and visual scan from ground based observations. In case of distant stars the observed SEDs were corrected for reddening before searching the best fitting model. Our experience with fitting models to observations showed that reliable results can be obtained only when at most two free parameters describing a model are used in the best fit, e.g. metallicity and temperature. Introducing the third unknown parameter, e.g. reddening or gravity, to be determined from the best fit simultaneously with the other two produces either indeterminacy or gives a spurious result. We assumed therefore log g = 4 for all main sequence stars and log g = 3 for two known giants. We also adopted individual values of E(B − V ) from literature or assumed zero reddening for close stars. In one case of HD 215441 we attempted to determine the value of E(B − V ) from the best fit. However, to obtain meaningful results we were forced to keep metallicity fixed when fitting models to the observations. In addition to fitting a model to the full SED we also fitted a model separately to the UV and the visual part of SED of each star. A difference between thus found temperatures is a measure of quality of fit to the full SED. In about a half of stars the difference is small enough to consider the fit acceptable but in the remaining stars the difference was 1000 K which indicates a necessity to improve the atmospheric models of mCP stars. The presently available models reproduce the observations only approximately. Taking into account all uncertainties, we estimate an error of determination of effective temperature at 500 K.
Together with Strömgren photometry, new determinations of the effective temperatures were used to produce improved color-temperature calibrations for mCP stars. New data suggest quadratic calibration formulas in color indices. From total integrated fluxes bolometric corrections were computed and improved color-BC and temperature-BC calibrations were also determined.
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